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The isolator shock train in a high-speed air-breathing engine
Combustor heat release forms a shock train in the isolator duct
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• The shock train leading edge (STLE) location changes dynamically
• Defined critical point, upstream of which the shock train will
adversely impact the inlet flow or unstart
• Our goal: track STLE (in realtime) e.g. to use in a scheme to control
shock train
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The isolator shock train in a high-speed air-breathing engine
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Pressure rises across the isolator shocktrain
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Isolator pressure profile
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Locating the STLE in real time for control schemes
• Imaging techniques are
often too slow/impractical
• Pressure-based methods
use a discrete number of
pressure transducers
to locate the STLE
- Often calibrated with pressure/optical information
but may require an impractical amount of prior information
- May be inaccurate when pressure transducers are sparse

Marshall et al.
AIAA 2005-3332

X-43A unstart protection algorithm on its 2nd flight located the STLE based on isolator pressure measurements
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Two sparsity problems for pressure-based STLE location methods
1. Restricted transducer placement →

lack of upstream transducers increases operating margin

2. Limited number of transducers

reduces accuracy of STLE detection methods

→

Both problems lead to a performance detriment

X-43A internal packaging
Marshall et al. AIAA 2005-3332
Cowl-side
Porous bleed
Choe et al. AIAA Journal 2020
Body-side

CCE LIMX bleed regions
Thomas 2011
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Adaptive Pressure Profile (APP) method
• Uses a small number of isolator pressure transducers to learn the pressure profile in real-time
… then fits the learned profile to new measurements to locate the STLE accurately
- Does not heavily rely on prior information
- Can locate the STLE when it is upstream of all transducers
- Improves accuracy when transducer spacing is several duct heights

Wall static pressure

Isolator pressure profile

Full latent profile

Measurements at
one timepoint

Streamwise location

APP Steps:
1. Weak estimation with a base method
2. Align weak estimates at all timepoints
to STLE-centered reference frame
3. Online spline regression to stitch
together aligned estimates to learn
adaptive pressure profile
4. Fit weak estimates to adaptive profile
with Tikhonov regularization
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The four steps of the APP method
Current timepoint
Step 1: Weak estimation

Step 2: Alignment

Step 4: Adaptive estimation

Step 3: Online regression

Base
estimate
Streamwise location

Pressure

Pressure

Pressure

Pressure

Adaptive profile

Adaptive STLE
location estimate

Base
estimate
Streamwise location
(STLE aligned)

Streamwise location
(STLE aligned)

Streamwise location

Bad weak estimate? No weak estimate? Skip to step 4.
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APP method step 1: weak estimation
• At the current timepoint, apply a base method to quickly approximate the STLE location
- Weak estimate = small sample of observations of the full pressure profile
- Base method can be heuristic
Pressure ratio method

(or isolator inflow pressure
for a constant area duct)

Example 2

Weak estimate

Threshold

Streamwise location

Normalized pressure

Normalized by undisturbed
pressure

Normalized pressure

Example 1

Naturally filters out bad base
estimates like this one

Streamwise location
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APP method step 2: alignment
• At the current timepoint, align the streamwise locations of the pressure transducers to a reference
frame with the STLE location estimate from step 1 as the origin
- Locates the pressure measurements within the full profile relative to the weak STLE location

Pressure

Pressure

- Pressure measurements from multiple timepoints can be considered simultaneously for a more
complete description of the pressure profile

Streamwise location
(STLE aligned)

Streamwise location
(STLE aligned)

Aligned x =
transducer x-locations – weak estimate
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APP method step 3: online regression
• At the current timepoint, use online regression to construct an adaptively-learned pressure profile
- Too computationally expensive to fit a curve through all previous timepoints
- Instead, curate a budgeted dictionary of training points
 Select points with high expected accuracy (e.g., weak estimate is between closely spaced transducers)
 Select points that are spatially distributed
 Select the most recent points

through dictionary
 Choose knots by
controlling training MSE

Simple fit ensures
- Robust and doesn’t overfit
- Linearly extrapolates
- Very fast

Pressure

• Fit simple 1st degree spline

Streamwise location
(STLE aligned)
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APP method step 4: adaptive estimation
• Shift the adaptively-learned profile to best match the current pressure measurements
- Realigns from the STLE-aligned coordinate frame back to the coordinate frame of the isolator
- Tikhonov regularization to deal with unstable/nonunique cases

Adaptive STLE
location estimate

Streamwise location

Pressure

Pressure

Non-unique adaptive estimation without regularization

Streamwise location
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Using the APP method for extrapolation
• Base method fails to produce an estimate when the STLE is outside region of transducers
• Skip steps 1-3 and proceed to step 4
• Transfers knowledge from previous timepoints to estimate the STLE location
Upstream extrapolation

Pressure

Pressure

Downstream extrapolation

Streamwise location

Streamwise location
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Streamwise location

Some Simulation Results

Truth APP Base

Estimated location

Transducer locations = dashed lines

True location
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Streamwise location in duct heights

Real data: Univ. Mich. Direct Connect Isolator Model

Truth
APP
Base
Transducer locations = dashed lines

Time, seconds
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Pressure (z-scored)

Real data: Univ. Mich. Direct Connect Isolator Model

Dictionary points
Pressure profile

STLE-aligned streamwise location (z-scored)
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Increased accuracy over transducers
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Regularization Stabilizes Solutions
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Confidence Intervals can be easily generated
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Summary
• APP method adaptively learns the isolator pressure profile to estimate the STLE location
- Only requires prior knowledge of the isolator inflow pressure
• Validated with experiments from 2 constant-area isolator models
- Accuracy generally within 1 duct height
- Robust to changing back pressure conditions and transducer placements
- Applicable in sparse transducer situations:
 Extrapolates up to 4 duct heights upstream of the transducers to locate the STLE location even with
just a few prior timepoints used to construct the adaptive profile
 Unequal transducer spacing improves the accuracy when STLE is between two transducers spaces
several duct heights apart

- Typically less than 10 ms to produce an estimate using a 4 GHz processor
• APP method shows potential for use in future controls applications
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